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  le would be a feat of endurance, but a 

pleasurable and worthwhile one, co watch all of the 

pieces by Hico Steyer! in chis exhibition occupying 

both venues at Artists Space in NYC. Steyer! is an 

eloquent narracor of the current conditions of image 

circulation, media flows, globalized geopolitical spaces, 

and a hose of other interconnected and urgent zones 

of discursivicy. To spend time with her work is co be 

drawn into shifting and theoretically complex spaces 

spun from media fragments, radical political 

sympathies, and pop-culture mash-ups with a 

sometimes absurdisc aesthetic. 

Scowed in che basement of Anises Space Books 

and Talks was the earliest of this body of work-video 

essays chat more directly emerge from Sceyerl's 

training as a documentary filmmaker. Incorporating 

investigative strategies and associations built through 

montage, they address ways in which meaning is 

fluid while images circulate through disparate spaces. 

In the widely seen 

November (2004), Steyer! weaves together recollections 

of her friend Andrea Wolf, who was killed in 1998 

when she joined the Kurdish Liberation movement. 

Wolf's image, which the movement appropriated co 

portray a martyr in a poster, is played against scenes 

from a Russ Meyers-inflected feminise fight film she 

and Steyer! made coged1e1· during d1eir early years, 

TV footage of Steyer! posed as a mourner at a political 

event, and ocher fragments chat together fashion an 

unstable space of documentary representation. 

In Lovely Andrea (2007), the name of Andrea Wolf 

is appropriated as the stage name for Steyer! during her 

short stint as a Japanese bondage model over 20 years 

ago. Seeking co locare and reclaim her single bondage 

image she cakes us along on her sly and somewhat 

comical encounters in ilie Japanese bondage industry. 

Her translator, a bondage performer herself, claims 

bondage makes her feel free and, after several scenes 

incercuc with Spiderman, we learn she is also studying 
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